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Charleston Bags™

Bel Piatto™ Cookware

Gourmet Chocolates

Shop the
full line
Over 2,500 gift

ideas online. There's
something for everyone
on your gift list.
Supporters, Ready to Shop Online?

Artisan Serveware

Charleston Bags™ - Effortlessly
Fashion Accessories
Stylish Collection
2

Request an email or text invite from
the participant to shop now!

Scrumptious Snacks

Kitchen Essentials

Ultra Heavy™ Gift Wrap

Register. Share. Shop.
We've made it our mission to aid
organizations across North America
by helping to fund the projects near
and dear to their hearts. To do that, we
offer exclusive products that are well
researched and of the highest quality.
It's important to us that our organizations
raise the funds they need and provide
enjoyable products for their supporters,
like you. With over 2,500 quality items
online supporting has never been so easy.
So, check-off your holiday gift-list and help
your organization's important cause, too!
Oh, and could you help spread the word
by sharing with your friends?

3 EASY Steps
#1 REGISTER

Register participant at
www.registercw.com to
access our handy invitation
tools in the Participant Portal
- Very important!

#2 SHARE

Invite friends and family to support!
SHARE a link to the sale via TEXT
& EMAIL using our invitation tools.
Don't forget to share with your
followers on SOCIAL MEDIA, too!

#3 SHOP

Go online to SHOP and help
us reach our GOAL today!
With over 2,500 gift ideas
there is something
for everyone!

REGISTER NOW!
www.registercw.com
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More lantern choices available
online at charlestonwrapstore.com
101 Carlisle Lantern

This industrial loft design creates a unique
blend of modern and classic! Attractive matte
black rectangular frame with glass window
panes and sturdy carrying loop. Material:
Powder coated metal and glass. 11.5" H x 4.8"
W x 4.8" D. For use indoors or in protected
outdoor area. Candle not included. Boxed. $21.
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FREE SHIPPING available. See website for details.

102 Dalton Lantern

This modern farmhouse wood lantern
offers a mix of beautifully stained wood
accented by chrome! It features a clean-lined
silhouette, a sturdy rope handle, glass panels,
and swing latch closure. 13.4" H x 5" W x 5"
D. For use indoors or in protected outdoor
area. Candle not included. Boxed. $30.

103 Melbourne Lantern

Sleek yet rustic whitewashed wood detailed
with black metal accents. 15" H x 4.75" W
x 5" D (at the base). Includes glass candle
cover (4" H x 2.25" dia.) For use indoors or in
protected outdoor area. Candle not included.
Boxed. $32.

An Inviting Glow
Six beautiful and functional ways to
light your space - Lanterns for any
decorating style.
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104 Belmont Lantern

This traditional lamp post inspired shape lends
an elegant air to your tabletop or mantel.
Matte black metal with glass candle cover.
Sturdy carrying loop. Lantern: 15" H x 7.25"
W. Glass cover 4.5" H x 3" dia. For use indoors
or in protected outdoor area. Candle not
included. Boxed. $36.

105

105 Ashton Lantern

Trapezoid shape with a burnt and stained cedar
wood frame and glass paneling that creates
a unique blend of modern and classic. Metal
details and sturdy rope handle lend an air of
rustic charm to any space. Swing latch closure.
9.75" H x 8" W (at base). For use indoors or in
protected outdoor area. Candle not included.
Boxed. $31.
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106 Palm Bay Shutter Lantern

Cozy candlelight flickers through this coastal
farmhouse shutter design lantern. Light brown
slatted wood, matte black metal roof with sturdy
handle, swing latch closure, attached 3.25"
dia. black candle base, and glass candle cover.
Lantern: 12" H x 4.75 W x 4.75" D. Glass candle
cover: 4.25" H x 3" dia. (holds up to a 2.75"
dia. candle, not included). For use indoors or in
protected outdoor area. Boxed. $33.
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An
Inviting
Glow
Light
Up Your
Space

Five beautiful and functional ways to
Fiveyour
beautiful,
to make
light
space functional
- Lanternsways
for any
every
night feelstyle.
like a weekend!
decorating
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More lantern choices available
online at charlestonwrapstore.com

Browse The
Catalog.
Shop Online.
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Participants! Have family
and friends shop online by
sending them an email or
text invite.

107 Oval Glass Tiki Lamp

Sleek and modern glass tabletop tiki lamp
provides a decorative accent to your outdoor
space! Simply fill with torch oil (not included).
Material: Clear glass. 4" H x 2.5" dia. 12 oz.
Includes a lead-free, cotton wick and funnel for
easy-filling. Boxed. $13.

108 Matte Black & Gold Fire Pit

Bring the warmth and ambiance of a fireplace
to your backyard with this modern design!
Creates a soothing and relaxing atmosphere.
Color: Black with matte gold metallic stripe
around the base. Includes polished black glass
stones. Works with one can of clean burning
gel fuel (not included). 6.5" dia. x 3.5" H.
Material: Cement. Boxed. $69.
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109 Round Glass Tiki Lamp

Our sphere-shaped tiki torch will illuminate
any size event from an intimate dinner to a
backyard celebration! Simply fill with torch
oil (not included). Material: Clear glass. 3" H
x 3" dia. 6 oz. Includes lead-free, cotton wick.
Boxed. $13.

110 Cylinder Glass Tiki Lamp

This modern design looks great with any style
of décor. Use as an individual table torch
or group a few together to create a stylish
centerpiece. Simply fill with citronella torch
oil (not included). Material: Clear glass. 5" H x
2.75" dia. 20 oz. Includes a lead-free, cotton
wick and funnel for easy-filling. Boxed. $13.

111 Terrazzo Fire Pit

Whether you're entertaining guests or simply
enjoying a lovely evening out on the patio, our
terrazzo fire pit bowl creates perfect lighting
and warmth! Color: White with muted terrazzo
pattern. Includes polished glass stones. Works
with one can of clean burning gel fuel (not
included). 6.5" dia. x 3.5" H. Material: Cement.
Boxed. $72.
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Our Favorite Planters
Brighten up any space with our decorative planters.
Textures, patterns, and colors add flair to your flora!

112

113

All planters are for use indoors or in a protected outdoor area. Plants are not included.
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112 Ellison Etched Stripe Planter

Cement with vintage etched vertical stripes
and arched wood stand attached. Color: Dark
gray with white stripes. For use indoors or in
protected outdoor area. 6.7" H x 5" dia. Plant
not included. Boxed. $24.

113 Farmhouse Bowl Planter

Our rustic, ceramic bowl makes a stylish
planter! Color: White with brown distressed
details. 5" dia. x 3" H. For use indoors or in
protected outdoor area. Drainage hole with
removable plug. Plant not included. Boxed.
$17.

114 Charlotte Two-Tone Planter

This two-toned ceramic planter is perfect
for any decorating style! Color: Matte white
with black and gold distessed stripes along
the bottom. For use indoors or in protected
outdoor area. 4" H x 4" dia. Drainage hole
with removable plug. Plant not included.
Boxed. $15.

115 Urban Embossed Planter

Cement with a vintage embossed geometric
design. Color: Whitewashed brown. For use
indoors or in protected outdoor area. 5.3" H x
5.25" dia. Drainage hole with removable plug.
Plant not included. Boxed. $20.

121

116 Metallic Gold Tribal Planter

Gray cement planter with metallic gold tribal
pattern. For use indoors or in protected
outdoor area. 5" dia. x 4" H. Drainage hole
with removable plug. Plant not included.
Boxed. $18.

117 Basket Weave Tapered
Planter We love this tall cement planter

designed to look like a vintage basket. Color:
Whitewashed Gray. 9.25" H x 6.25" dia. For
use indoors or in protected outdoor areas.
Plant not included. Drainage hole with
removable plug. Boxed. $28.
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Browse The
Catalog.
Shop Online.
Over 2,500 items
to choose from,
exclusively online.

FREE SHIPPING available online. See website for details. 9

Bubble Glass

3 EASY Steps
#1 REGISTER

Register participant at
www.registercw.com to access
our handy invitation tools in the
Participant Portal - Very important!

#2 SHARE

Invite friends and family to
support! SHARE a link to the
sale via TEXT & EMAIL using
our invitation tools. Don't forget
to share with your followers on
SOCIAL MEDIA, too!

#3 SHOP

Go online to SHOP and help us
reach our GOAL today! With over
2,500 gift ideas there is something
for everyone!

REGISTER NOW!
www.registercw.com

118 Clear Bubble Glass Stemless
Tumbler $13.
119 Aqua Bubble Glass Stemless
Tumbler $13.
120 Bubble Glass Lantern with
Copper Handle $21.
121 Bubble Glass Bowl $21.
122 Glass Taper Candle Holder
-Set of 2 $12.

Artisan handcrafted bubble glass is designed with hundreds
of miniature bubbles floating inside the glass, forming unique
patterns and optical effects! Mix and match pieces from our
bubble
glass collection. Tumbler dimensions:14 oz., 4.3" H x
232 more to see at TAGLTD.COM | 800-621 -8350
3.75" dia. Boxed. Check out the entire collection online.
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123 Bobbin Glass Pillar Candle
Holder $12.
124 Glass Votive Holder- Set of 2
$10.

Glass Candleholders

View our entire glass candleholder collection online.
Supporters! Request an email or text invite from the participant to shop online now! 1 1
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127

125

Fun

&

Festive

Bright & colorful concrete vessels, filled with 100%
soy wax blended with fragrant essential oils.
125 Lemon Zest Candle

Creates a citrus-filled escape in
your home! Fresh squeezed lemon,
sugarcane, and soft
000 SeaFarer Bergamont,citrus
Ylangzest,
Ylang,
PARTICIPANTS:
musk.
Sea Salt,
Sea Moss, Driftwood. $
100.Stylish 15 oz. matte yellow
cement vessel. 100% soy wax
blended with essential oils. 50-60
Sharing is easy!
hour burn time. 4" H x 3.5" dia.
www.registercw.com
Lead-free wick. Reusable. Boxed.
$27.

REGISTER NOW!

1 2 All candles are exclusive originals designed by Charleston Wrap

®

126 Melon Mint & Basil
Candle Delivered in our stylish

15 oz. matte mint green cement
vessel. Fresh melon and citrus
with notes of white florals and
mint. 100% soy wax blended with
essential oils. 50-60 hour burn
time. 4" H x 3.5" dia. Lead-free
wick. Reusable. Boxed. $27.

127 Eucalyptus & Sage
Candle Fragrance notes of

cooling eucalyptus and calming
sage blended with essential oils.
Stylish 13.7 oz. matte turquoise
cement vessel. 100% soy wax. 5060 hour burn time. 5" dia. x 2.5" H.
Lead-free double wicks. Reusable.
Boxed. $33.
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130

131
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128 Birthday Sprinkles
Inclusion Candle

129 Citrus Crush Candle

Sun-ripened mandarin, grapefruit,
Handmade using real birthday cake orange, and lemon with undertones
of woodfire & Sandalwood will
sprinkles! Rich layers of vanilla
envelope your senses in sunshine.
cake smothered in butter cream
Stylish 15 oz. matte orange cement
frosting blended with essential
oils. 50-60 hour burn time. 25 oz; vessel. 100% soy wax blended with
essential oils. 50-60 hour burn
4" dia. x 3-3/4" H. Includes clear,
time. 4" H x 3.5" dia. Lead-free
glass catch tray. Lead-free single
wick. Reusable. Boxed. $27.
wick. Gift box. $38.

130 Tuxedo Candle

Cedarwood, fresh citrus,
patchouli, and cinnamon
create this clean, spicy
masculine fragrance. Stylish
15 oz. concrete vessel. 100%
soy wax blended with essential
oils. 50-60 hour burn time. 4"
H x 3.5" dia. Lead-free wick.
Reusable. Boxed. $27.

131 Beach Bungalow
Candle Blue ferns, green florals,

and fresh citrus combined with
essence of woods and musk bring
about a calming sensory experience
like no other. Stylish 13.7 oz. matte
blue cement vessel. 100% soy
wax. 50-60 hour burn time. 5" dia.
x 2.5" H. Lead-free double wicks.
Reusable. Boxed. $33.
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Your new favorite, effortlessly
stylish, on-the-go organization
essential! Transport all your
necessities or shop with ease.
Durable, reinforced vegan
leather straps and brushed
antique brass hardware.
An eco-friendly, reusable
alternative to plastic that you'll
be proud to show off! One
reusable bag replaces 200
plastic bags per person per
year! Folds flat. Spot clean.
Check out our entire collection
online and choose from a vast
assortment of designs.
www.charlestonwrap.com

All planters are for use indoors or in a
protected outdoor area. Plants are not included.
14

A must-have for this year!
Our microfiber, quick-dry towels are perfect for your next beach trip or just lounging around
the pool. Compact, light-weight, absorbent, and sand falls right off. Includes elastic hanging
loop that doubles as a strap to keep towel rolled up nicely! 70" L x 31" W. Material: polyester
and polymide. Machine wash. Design imprinted on one side and reverse is white. Boxed.
Order by item number below. $29.
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171

171 Coral Shells

175

172 Flamingo Fun
173 WC Blue Leopard
174 Surfboards Flag
175 Nautical Stripes - Navy

Look for the red

throughout the catalog for items that can be personalized. Order online to personalize! 1 5

Fun Planters
Four fun and funtional planters to
brighten up your space.

117

176

177

179
178

16

176 Lime Buddha Planter

Plants and positive energy will grow happily
in this Buddha planter! Lime green cement
with distressed white detailing. 4" H x 5"
dia. For use indoors or in protected outdoor
area. Drainage hole with removable plug.
Plant not included. Boxed. $16.

Rain Chains
Our rain chains can easily be
combined to extend the length
to suit your space.

177 Over the Rainbow Planter

Brighten up any space with a cheerful
rainbow! White-painted terra cotta with
orange, peach, and red rainbow design.
3.5" H x 4.75" dia. For use indoors or in
protected outdoor area. Drainage hole with
removable plug. Plant not included. Boxed.
$14.

178 Cement Bus Planter

Our vintage bus planter is an absolute
eye-catcher! Makes a unique gift. Gray
and white cement with a retro embossed
design. For use indoors or in protected
outdoor area. Drainage hole with removable
plug. Plant not included. 6.5" L x 3.25" W x
3.5" H. Boxed. $15.

181
180

179 Little Birdie Tripod Planter

Whimisical little birdie tripod planter. White
ceramic with attached wood legs. 4.5" H
x 2.75" dia. (overall 4" W). For use indoors
or in protected outdoor area. Plant not
included. Boxed. $14.
Rain chains are designed to transport
rainwater efficiently down its entire length
where it can be stored in a receptacle for
reuse or scattered around the area below
it. Assembled and ready to install using the
included hanger. Purchase multiple rain
chains and easily connect to make your
desired length. Choose from copper finished
embossed cups or umbrellas. Color: Copper
finished metal. Natural color changes will
occur over time due to prolonged exposure to
the outdoor elements. Boxed.

180 Umbrella Rain Chain
33" L x 3.5" W. $42.

181 Copper Cup Rain Chain
36" L x 4" W. Boxed. $42.

PARTICIPANTS:

REGISTER NOW!
Sharing is easy!

www.registercw.com
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110
182

Our favorite
glass candle
collection
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110

182 Blue Linen Speckled Glass
Candle Clean blue linen, fresh citrus, iris,

violet, sandalwood, and soft musk create
the ultimate relaxing fragrance. Poured in a
stylish, blue speckled apothecary glass with
cork lid. 100% soy wax blended with essential
oils. 17.7 oz. 30-40 hour burn time. 5.5" H x
3.5" dia. Lead-free single wick. Boxed.
$38.

109

183 Palo Santo & Oud Candle

Palo Santo wood fragrance fills this beautiful
glass bowl to create a warm, inviting scent.
Handcrafted to ensure each bowl is unique.
100% soy wax blended with essential oils.
11.9 oz. 40-50 hour burn time. Double
wood wicks. Bowl approximately 5" dia. x
2" H. Boxed. Fragrance Notes: Palo Santo
wood, oud wood, pepper, vanilla, vetiver, and
sandalwood. $37.

A Better Candle

It starts with 100% soy wax mixed with essential oils and the finest fragrances. Our candles are created
using a heavier scent percentage than other candle manufacturers, giving you that impressive fragrance
from the first time you take the lid off to the last flicker!
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184 Sweet Patchouli Speckled
Glass Candle Bergamot, vanilla, apple,

floral, and woodsy blends combine with
patchouli, and musk undertones create this
luxurious fragrance. Poured in a stylish,
white speckled apothecary glass with cork
lid. 100% soy wax blended with essential oils.
17.7 oz. 30-40 hour burn time. 5.5" H x 3.5"
dia. Lead-free single wick. Boxed. $38.

185 Maui Blue Glass Candle

Our luxurious, Maui Blue fragrance is
delivered in this elegant, handblown feathered
glass vessel. 100% soy wax blended with
essential oils. 23 oz. 60-70 hour burn time.
5" H x 4.5" dia. at the top. Lead-free double
wicks. Boxed. Fragrance notes: Tropical flowers,

lush greens, fresh citrus, orange blossoms, soft
musk, and cedarwood. $40.

186 Prosecco & Pear Bubble Glass
Stemless Tumbler Candle
Cheers to you! A decadent infusion of fresh
pear, spicy apple peel, warm vanilla, honey,
whipped cream, sandalwood, and soft musk
poured in a stylish stemless bubble glass
tumbler and tied with a burlap ribbon. 100%
soy wax blended with essential oils. 17 oz.
40-50 hour burn time. 4.5" H x 3" dia. at the
top. Wood wick. Reusable. Boxed. $37.

19

187 Sea Shell Candles - Set of 2

Perfect gift for the lover of the ocean! Real sea shells
and 100% soy wax blended with essential oils. Lead-free
wicks. Naturally sourced shells will vary in size and shape
(average shell sizes 3" to 4" L). Boxed. $18. Fragrance

notes: Fresh sea salt, citrus, watery greens, rosemary, and
cedarwood.

188 Unwind Round Concrete Candle Floral,

woodsy blends combine with patchouli, and vanilla with
musk undertones. Stylish 9 oz. round concrete vessel.
100% soy wax blended with essential oils. 30-40 hour
burn time. 3.5" H x 3" dia. Lead-free wick. Reusable.
Boxed. $27.

189 Man Cave Concrete Candle

Woodsy cedar, tobacco, and bergamot with notes of
vanilla and sandalwood create this masculine, man cave
fragrance. Delivered in our nautical inspired concrete
vessel detailed with rope around the base (4.75" L x
3.5" W x 3.65" H). 100% soy wax blended with essential
oils. 16.5 oz. 30-40 hour burn time. Lead-free wicks.
Reusable. Boxed. $28.

190 Ludlow Matte Gold Lantern
187

Our gorgeous transitional metal lantern will be an elegant
addition to your décor! Matte gold with removable,
clear glass candle cover. Lantern: 12" H x 4.5" W; Glass
cover: 5" L x 2.6" dia. Holds up to a 2.5" dia. (candle not
included). For indoor use only. Boxed. $38.

191 Shell Inclusion Candle

Handmade using 100% soy wax and real sea shells!
Combines sea salt, Bergamot, and coconut balanced
with base notes of cedar, amber, and jasmine, blended
with essential oils. 50-60 hour burn time. 25 oz; 4" dia. x
3-3/4" H. Includes clear, glass catch tray. Lead-free single
wick. Gift box. $38.

3 EASY Steps
#1 REGISTER

Register participant at
registercw.com to access our handy invitation
tools in the Participant Portal - Very important!

#2 SHARE

Invite friends and family to support! SHARE
a link to the sale via TEXT & EMAIL using
our invitation tools. Don't forget to share
with your followers on SOCIAL MEDIA, too!

#3 SHOP

189

188

Go online to SHOP and help us reach our
GOAL today! With over 2,500 gift ideas
there is something for everyone!

REGISTER NOW!
www.registercw.com
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190
191

Coastal Cottage
Embrace the coastal lifestyle with our
uniquely coastal décor.
Lanterns, candles, & more online.
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Personalized
Candles
From bridesmaids to birthdays, to
holidays and special events, give the
gift of long-lasting relaxation that
stirs memories with every use. Shop
online to select fragrance and style
for the perfect personalized gift.

Options like hot foil
stamping, natural
debossing, custom
labels, or laser
engraved lids.

22

Personalize it!

Why not create fun and fabulous personalized
gifts? Especially when we make creating them
so easy! Simply pick your product, design,
enter your personalization, or upload a photo
and voila, you're done!
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132 Katydids®

Rich, buttery caramel and large fancy pecans
smothered in pure milk chocolate. 8 oz. reusable
canister.
$19. Chocolate Katydid's.

133 Cashewbacks™

Fresh cashew pieces covered in caramel and milk
$16. Anacardos cubiertos de
chocolate. 7 oz. box.

cara melo duro.

134 Double Chocolate Covered Almonds

Whole crunchy almonds double dipped in creamy milk
$16. Almendras cubiertas con
chocolate. 7.5 oz. bag.
chocolate.

135 Peanut Brittle

The classic taste of salty sweet perfection. Roasted
and salted peanuts surrounded with sweet candy mix.
Gluten-free. 8 oz. carton. $13. Mani con azucar.

132

Katydids®

133

Cashewbacks

134

135

Peanut Brittle

136 Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough Dots

137

Coconut Almond Treasures

138 Trinkets

136 Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough Dots

The ultimate combination, creamy chocolate chip cookie dough covered in pure milk chocolate. 6 oz. box.
$16. Maza de Gallatea con Chispas de Chocolate.

137 Coconut Almond Treasures

Tender coconut flakes are tossed with fresh almond
pieces and coated with creamy milk chocolate. 6 oz.
box.
$14. Almendras con coco.

138 Trinkets Peanut Butter Bears
®

Intricately crafted milk chocolate bears are bursting
$15.
with smooth peanut butter cream. 6.5 oz. box.
Osos de chocolate con relleno de crema de cacahuate.

Double Chocolate Covered Almonds

139 Chocolate Covered Pecans

Mammoth pecan halves are roasted and salted then
enrobed in smooth creamy milk chocolate. 7.5 oz. bag.
$18. Chocolate cubierto de nueces.

140 English Butter Toffee

Crunchy toffee handcrafted in small batches, drenched
in milk chocolate, and dusted with roasted and salted
almond pieces. 6 oz. box.
$16. Chocolate cremoso con
crema de almendras.

141 Dark Chocolate Sea Salt Caramels

Creamy, chewy caramel wrapped in rich dark chocolate and topped with sprinkles of sea salt. 6 oz. box.
$15. Bloque de chocolate con caramelo y sal marina.

142 Pecanbacks

®

Plump pecans are covered with fresh caramel then
$16.
drenched in creamy milk chocolate. 7.5 oz. box.
Chocolate con nueces.

143 Pecan Log

Crisp pecans, creamy caramel, and fluffy nougat.
$14.
A special treat for all occasions. 4 oz. bag.
Tronco de chocolate con nueces

Browse The Catalog.
Shop Online.
22 44

Participants! Have family and friends
shop online by sending them an
email or text invite.

®

Peanut Butter Bears

139 Chocolate Covered Pecans

140 English Butter Toffee

A world of rich,
rich, dreamy
chocolate awaits you!
you!
141 Dark Chocolate Sea Salt Caramels

142 Pecanbacks®

143 Pecan Log

22 55

Cookies, Chocolates,
Desserts & More Online.

903 Chocolate Chunk Cookie Mix

Not your ordinary chocolate chip cookie mix! Filled with
rich, delicious chunks of melted chocolate goodness.
Boxed. Yields 36 cookies. $16.

904 Awesome Oatmeal Cookie Mix

Our chewy, cinnamon-y and melt-in-your-mouth delicious
cookie mix is sure to win over hearts and stomachs at home
and bake sales alike. Boxed. Yields 36 cookies. $15.
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905 White & Dark Chocolate Chunk Cookie Mix
Combining sweet white chocolate chips with strong dark
chocolate chunks will surely take your taste buds on an
exquisite ride! Boxed. Yields 36 cookies. $16.

896
Salted Virginia
Peanuts
900
Zatarain's Spicy
Cajun Peanuts

901
Dill Pickle
Seasoned
Peanuts

902
Honey Roasted
Cashews
898
Tailgate Snack
Mix

896 Salted Virginia
Peanuts Always a hit for

tasteful gifts, or to have on hand
for your own snacking pleasure
and everyday entertaining. Our
top selling salted gourmet Virginia
Peanuts in 10 oz. vacuum-packed
reusable tin. $15.

900 Zatarain's Spicy
Cajun Peanuts Cajun peanuts

kicked up with Zatarain's! A
handful won't be enough!
10 oz. vacuum-packed reusable
tin. $16.

901 Dill Pickle Peanuts

We begin with our Extra Large
Virginia Peanuts and season with
savory, tangy dill pickle herbs and
spices. 10 oz. vacuum-packed
reusable tin. $15.

898 Tailgate Snack Mix

A savory mix of salted Virginia
Peanuts, salted jumbo cashews,
lightly seasoned cheddar sesame
sticks, roasted pepitas (pumpkin
seeds), and U.S. fancy salted
almonds. 9 oz. vacuum-packed
reusable tin. $17.

899 Sriracha & Honey
Roasted Peanuts Another

soon-to-be favorite for the foodie
connoisseur on your list. Handcrafted in small batches, we take
our Extra Large Honey Roasted
Virginia Peanuts and tumble with
everyone's favorite fiery Asian
spice, Sriracha, resulting in a
crunchy, sweet and tangy heat!
9 oz. vacuum-packed reusable tin.
$17.

902 Honey Roasted
Cashews Hand-crafted in

small batches to retain the soft
crispness of our Jumbo Cashews
then cooked with light amber
honey, sugar, and salt for a
mind-blowing taste experience.
Perfectly appointed for gifts,
holiday parties, and snacking. 9
oz. vacuum-packed reusable tin.
$19.
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Visit us online
www.charlestonwrap.com

Over 2,500 items to choose from!

192 Red Birch Towel Hanger

Crafted using richly grained Red Birch,
our towel hanger provides the perfect
spot to hang a hat, towel, or just
about anything! Designed with
a matte black metal knob. 9" L x
3" W x .5" Thick. Easy mounting
hook included. Boxed. $14.

PARTICIPANTS:

CWHSP22

28

REGISTER NOW,
Sharing is easy!
www.registercw.com

#1 REGISTER

#2 SHARE

#3 SHOP

Register participant at
www.registercw.com to access
our handy invitation tools in the
Participant Portal - Very important!

Invite friends and family to support! SHARE
a link to the sale via TEXT & EMAIL using
our invitation tools. Don't forget to share
with your followers on SOCIAL MEDIA, too!

Go online to SHOP and help us
reach our GOAL today! With
over 2,500 gift ideas there is
something for everyone!

